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The following flow chart identifies the steps followed by the Information Governance Manager/ NHS Protect FOI Manager in response to an application for information received under the Freedom of Information arrangements within the NHS Business Services Authority (NHSBSA).

Any person, including a limited company or other legal entity, can make a request for information. There is no requirement for them to state the reason for their application. If personal information is requested, the provisions of the Data Protection Act 1998 will apply.

Any NHSBSA staff member

Receive application and pass to NHS Protect FOI Manager or if corporate, to the Information Governance Manager

Check application. Ensure submitted/completed correctly and that all relevant information is provided. (Note 1)

Correct?
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Check to ensure ability to supply information. (Note 2)
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> £450 to find info?
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Inform applicant of location of information. (Letter 9)

No

Inform applicant (Letter 8)

No

Inform applicant (Letter 6)

No

Return application to applicant for correction. (Letter 10). If no response in 3 months then close.

Log details of the request. Send acknowledgement letter to requester (Letter 1 if working priorities permit). Pass to appropriate personnel for action.

To page 4
From Page 3

Check to ensure that all the relevant information is supplied NHS Protect FOI Mgr / IGM of any anticipated delays.

Where appropriate, estimate costs that will be incurred (add in previous requests if recvd in last 60 days).

If a repeat request and therefore over appropriate limit inform applicant and refuse request (Letter 12)

Discuss with applicant what could be supplied within the limit (if anything). If nothing can be supplied then inform applicant and refuse request. (Letter 7). If something can be supplied continue with procedure down the NO leg of the decision box on the left side of the page.

If you are considering a public interest test qualified exemption and this is going to take you over the 20 working day limit, then send Letter 3. Or prepare covering letter detailing original request.

Log date of receipt of information.

Locate and copy requested information in the relevant format.

Forward copy to Protect FOI Mgr / IGM

Forward information and letter to applicant. (Letter 5)

Ensure information is added to the Disclosure log on the Publication Scheme and posted on the website.

File information in accordance with Corporate Record Register.
Notes

1) When checking an application, the following criteria should be met:
   - The request has been made in writing (this may be electronic) and that it is legible and able to be used in the future for subsequent reference.
   - The name of the applicant and an address for correspondence has been provided.
   - Enough detail is provided to enable the identification and location of the required information.

2) On receipt of correctly submitted applications the Information Governance Manager / NHS Protect FOI Manager will check the details to ensure that the NHSBSA’s duty to supply the information is not disapplied by any provision in Part II of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

   Where it is identified that the requested information is exempt from the requirements of the Act, a refusal notice should be prepared and sent to the applicant within 20 working days. The refusal notice should include:
   - notification of the decision not to provide the information.
   - the appropriate exemption.
   - the reason why the exemption applies (if applicable).
   - information relating to the corporate complaints / internal review procedures for use where the applicant is unhappy with the decision.
   - information relating to the right to apply for a decision by the Information Commissioner.

3) The Government’s fees regulations as laid down before Parliament in November 2004 are as follows:
   - There will be no charge for information that costs public bodies less than £450 to produce.
   - For information that costs between £450 and £600 to produce a 10% fee could be charged up to a maximum of £60.
   - Information requests that cost more than £600 to produce can be refused.

4) The NHSBSA Internal Governance Manager and NHS Protect FOI Manager and must maintain a log of the requests they handle.

   Logging of application details must include (as a minimum):
   - reference code
   - date of receipt of the application
   - name and address of requester
   - the location of requested information, method and responsibility for retrieval
   - copies of any letters sent or received in connection with the request
   - date of response to requester (within 20 working days of receiving the request).